I believe there may be a bug with the Fade plugin in Tiki 15 (15.4) as it worked in 12x.

It does not open when used on a wiki page, and that page is used as a template for EDITING a pretty tracker (it opens for editing in the modal dialog).

(it works, i.e. opens, when VIEWING a tracker item as a wiki page template).

This problem occurs with or without the 'Icon' selected.
The hyperlink is there (cursor changes) but the Fade does not open up.

Within that Fade I have text, links, a fancy table, etc.

thanks,
Mike

Update:
To reproduce:

1. Go to http://mikeua-11714-6308.show.tikiwiki.org/tiki-view_tracker_item.php?itemId=117&from=farming2+Review
2. Enter show:show
3. Login as admin:12345
4. Click "Edit" button
5. Click "Planting" under the "status:"

Workaround
Enable "Use legacy tracker insertion screen" (Preference name: tracker_legacy_insert) on tiki-admin.php?page=trackers

Importance
5

Demonstrate Bug
Please demonstrate your bug on show2.tikiwiki.org

Version: trunk ▼ Create show2.tikiwiki.org instance
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luciash d' being ♂ 30 Mar 17 14:46 GMT-0000
Hi Mike, it would help if you can reproduce it on the show instance you created.

Mike Finko 02 Apr 17 11:14 GMT-0000
I tried to set up a Show Instance immediately when I filed the bug, no success. Just tried again, can't seem to figure it out. Clicked the link, entered show/show as login pass, that took me to the generic 'new tiki install' page, so I tried logging in (admin/admin) asked me to reset the password, ok, reset it to the same, and back to the 'new tiki install' page. seems as if no tiki is installed to set up an example.

luciash d' being ♂ 03 Apr 17 11:23 GMT-0000
I think you should not be able to "change" it to the same. I have changed it to "12345" and it seems to work now. Please try again.
Mike Finko 08 Apr 17 12:09 GMT-0000

Ok, got started, created the tracker, wiki pages pages, tried to create groups (errors), tried to import users and items, more errors, it's a pretty big site, the main tracker has many supporting trackers with Lists/Dynamic Item lists that I've been working on for almost 3 years. Rather than recreating the site, it would be much faster if I just created a login pass for our live site so you can see it. My email is michaelfinko7 at gmail.com

But also, I see the instance was created on tiki 17, and we are on 15.4, with no intention to upgrade until end of life.

thanks, Mike

Mike Finko 08 Apr 17 13:06 GMT-0000

ok, I managed to create as simple of an example as possible, the Fade plugin also only works in 'View' mode, not when 'Editing'.
I added the 'Status' functions also - maybe I did not configure something correctly, but it also does not work when either 'Viewing' or 'Editing' wiki page templates for Trackers.

luciaSH d' being ☝🏻 10 Apr 17 11:29 GMT-0000

Thanks! I will have a look...

Mike Finko 19 Apr 17 07:28 GMT-0000

Hi Luci,

have you had any time to check if these are bugs (seem to be as they were reproduced on the instance)?
Maybe I should change the status of the category to 'blocker'? As templates in trackers cannot be used without the ability to change the status of an item (without 'Fade' it's usable, but not convenient).

Thanks,
Mike
Hi Mike,
I have tested the show instance in my Chrome and it works for me on those pages:
http://mikeua-11714-6308.show.tikiwiki.org/tiki-view_tracker_item.php?itemId=117&from=farming2+Review
Where exactly it does not work for you?
Thanks, luci

yes, the fade it works when viewing a tracker item, but not when editing. Try editing an item on this page, please:
http://mikeua-11714-6308.show.tikiwiki.org/tiki-view_tracker_item.php?itemId=117&from=farming2+Review
thanks, Mike

Ah! I see! In the modal dialog! Strange it does not return any conflict or error in my Chrome console...
Just something about deprecated bind() coming from jquery-migrate.
Hmm... tough one for me. Might be for Jonny ;) But there is a workaround (will add it to the Workaround section of this bug report)!

Mike Finko 25
Apr 17 08:45
GMT-0000

I enabled "Use legacy tracker insertion screen" and both functions (fade and status) work!!! I had a strong feeling that somewhere some additional functionality was added in the Admin panels but I could not find it.

Thank you, very, VERY much!! A huge weight has been lifted off me!! Now there is full flexibility to use templates again. Huge thanks for helping!!

Mike

luciash d' being ♂ 25
Apr 17 12:47
GMT-0000

You're welcome. 😊 But we should fix it for the modal anyway ;)
Any volunteer(s)?

Jonny Bradley
26 May 17 09:50
GMT-0000

And summary and example link? I can't see anything wrong on the show instance... also tl;dr ;)

Lucia
26 May 17 10:13
GMT-0000

As Mike posted 5 comments above:
http://mikeua-11714-6308.show.ti
Login with the usual show credentials, click "Edit" and then in the modal try to open the Fade by clicking on "Planting".

Mike Finko 24 Apr 17 10:44 GMT-0000
cool, thanks! did you also get to see if there were any error codes (?) connected to why the 'status' was not working? Or more likely some new configurations in Tiki15 (vs. 12) that I did not see, in order to make it work correctly? I can't believe I'm the only one in the world using 'status' in templates for trackers 😞
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